Solution Brief

HP Endpoint
Protection Services
Slash risk, hassle, and cost with security built on
McAfee technology.

IT has better things to do than chase down noncompliant laptops,
misbehaving servers, and endless software updates. That’s why HP
Enterprise Security Services (HP ESS) and McAfee—now a part of Intel®
Security—have partnered to deliver a portfolio of security services for
laptops, desktops, servers, and mobile devices. We offer the best of HP’s
security, enterprise, and outsourcing knowledge built on the rich endpoint
security, unmatched threat research, and unified management of McAfee®
software. Now you can consolidate tools and management to cut operational
costs while embracing innovative ideas that enable your mobile enterprise.
Smartphones, tablets, desktops, laptops, and servers sit at the epicenter of complex attacks and
data breaches that disrupt operations and siphon off IT resources. As threats rise, many IT teams
are losing the battle to maintain the policies, software, incident response, and expertise required for
reliable endpoint security.

Experience Peace of Mind
With HP Endpoint Protection Services, HP ESS and McAfee consolidate tools and management
systems to reduce the risk, hassle, and cost of your endpoint security and compliance program.
Proven, comprehensive security integrates McAfee protection and management technology with
HP security consulting expertise, transformative ideas, and service delivery excellence.

HP Security Services Built
on McAfee Technology
When you implement with
industry best practices,
innovative technologies, and
global security vigilance, you get
results. HP Endpoint Protection
Services enable business agility
with a secure mobile workforce
and help you reduce costs
through consolidation. Core
endpoint services built on
McAfee include:
Antivirus.
Antispyware.
■■ Host intrusion prevention.
■■ Personal firewall.
■■ Server hardening.
■■
■■

Using the same management
foundation, McAfee and
HP ESS can easily layer on
additional services:
■■

Your enterprise can reap the benefits of our dedicated research and development teams, economies
of scale, customizable configurations, and management best practices. HP ESS security experts can
help you strengthen your organization’s security posture, lower total cost of ownership, and deliver
a measurable reduction in business risk. With a foundation of mobile data security, you gain the
confidence to enable your employees to work from anywhere at any time.

Advance to Next-Generation Security
HP Endpoint Protection Services use McAfee endpoint protection products to provide continuous,
updated, and powerful security against the entire spectrum of threats, from zero-day exploits to
hacker attacks. As a core component of our Security Connected framework, we offer complete
protection for all endpoints, including the latest mobile devices and virtualized environments,
ensuring secure, seamless access to business applications and corporate data.

McAfee ePO™ Deep
Command with Intel® Active
Management Technology
(Intel® AMT) based remote
management.

McAfee Application Control.
McAfee Network Access
Control.
■■ McAfee Endpoint
Encryption.
■■ McAfee Device Control.
■■
■■
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Improve Your Posture
HP ESS experts can implement protections at your site, then your team can take over, or you can
allow HP to manage day-to-day security operations. If you choose the managed security offering,
services are supported remotely from HP ESS’ five Global Security Operations Centers on a 24x7
basis. We give you the best of both worlds: real-time updates with the attention, options, reports,
and integration available only from an on-premises solution. As HP maintains your front line of
defenses, the HP team leverages a dedicated hotline to McAfee Platinum Support, guaranteeing a
response in minutes when it is needed most. You never have to fret about maintenance or pore over
threat research. You can focus on other priorities, because your system’s security is being proactively
managed by our experts.

Five Years of McAfee
and HP Leadership in
Endpoint Security
■■

■■

■■

■■

Simplify Management
HP ESS makes full use of McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator® (McAfee ePO™) software, the unified McAfee
management platform, to enhance efficiency, reduce costs, and maintain and prove compliance.
Security systems leverage a single agent on the endpoint to manage security activities and policies
from a centralized console, displaying events and status in a “single pane of glass.” This exclusive
McAfee architecture allows administrators to centrally deploy and adjust protections without
disrupting users, burdening bandwidth, or slowing host systems.
In addition to saving time and resources at each endpoint, McAfee ePO software connects network
and information security systems throughout your environment to expand operational efficiencies,
improve policy management and incident response, and simplify reporting. Leveraging integrations
and the HP services team, other software—from HP, McAfee, and third parties in the McAfee
Software Innovation Alliance—can feed data into and be managed by McAfee ePO software.
Thoughtful data integration and process consolidation like this helps you operate in control and
compliant with regulatory guidelines.

Streamline Operations
HP ESS leverages time-tested templates and mature, automated tools to secure endpoints quickly
and prevent mistakes. Our centrally managed, consistently implemented services make it easier to
achieve and maintain compliance, improving enforcement of security and privacy policies. When we
implement a configuration, we know it will work because it is already working at a similar company.
Consultants then tune policies, compliance reports, and dashboards to incorporate real-time data as
well as details that auditors, administrators, and executives require.

■■

■■

■■

The extensive McAfee portfolio allows HP ESS to meet your changing business and risk priorities.
Strategic consulting services can guide risk assessment, help prioritize risk mitigations and other
investments, and work with you to implement incremental controls. When it’s time to add endpoint,
information, or network security, the foundation of McAfee unified management makes activation
fast and cost effective.

More than 3,000 HP
security and privacy
professionals worldwide.
Five Global Security
Operations Centers in
major geographic regions.
HP has more than 40 years
of experience delivering
managed security services.
McAfee Labs has more than
500 threat researchers.
More than 45,000
customers use McAfee
ePO software on nearly 60
million nodes.
McAfee consistently has
the highest detection
rating available from
AV-Comparatives.

McAfee Global Threat
Intelligence
Woven into HP services,
McAfee Global Threat
Intelligence protects
proactively based on:
■■

■■

■■

Adapt and Tailor Risk Management

More than 500,000 nodes
managed today.

More than 100 million
McAfee nodes deployed
around the globe.
More than 100 billion
queries each month from
all threat vectors—file, web,
message, and network.
The most comprehensive
set of threat intelligence
services in the market—file
reputation, web reputation,
web categorization,
message reputation,
and network connection
reputation.

Trust the Leaders
Together, HP ESS and McAfee can help your enterprise improve protections against evolving threats,
wring cost savings out of existing infrastructure, and bring complexity under control. Our experts
can help you protect your business—and boost your bottom line. www.mcafee.com/hp
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